TAHXOBRUF = FURBOXHAT

SUPERTITLE: FEATHER HER FEET + A MINIMAL STREAK

Real & Revised

epic quest
my girl sunny
I shot the sheriff
Dead Beat
MAD HATTER
TAKE ME TO THE RIVER
Go Figure
Who Knows

maybe you were kidnapped tied up taken away & held for ransom
Queen
Lucky
Freshpussy
Hey Now
Girly
Mother Mary
Domino
Romeo

Romeo
Fuck You
DAYBREAK
Breakthrough
GREEDY SOUL
Dirty Sculpture
Sloppy Monday
sac o wheat
Nature Boy
Black Cat
Lap Dog
Cold Turkey
Carrot Lady
Come to Papa
Don’t Worry
Tiger
Evergreen
Lady Whole
The tree says hello
TURNING BACK SHE JUST LAUGHS
Mysteria
Ganster Nation
tootin’ your horn
Lemon, Tea, Something
Rider
RUNNER
TRIGGER HAPPY
Blind Faith
HAT’S OFF
FAR FLUNG
STREAM
Tease
WHITE HOT
Two for Tuesday
Lady Liberty
Rock On
LONG STRUCTURE
super studio
Death to Henny Penny
FLOAT
soft patch
Market Maker
MAGNET
ORNAMENTS
A tale of a maiden or two
+ an animal streak